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Summary
The site was identified by McCaffrey in 1952 during the course of fieldwork for an MA 
thesis and was subsequently added to the Record of Monuments and Places as a ring-
fort and cillín (GA113:109). The site was not marked on any of the Ordnance Survey 
map editions and no trace of an early medieval enclosure or any human skeletal remains 
were identified during the excavation. It was established that the footings for a large field 
boundary wall which formed part of a field system marked on the first edition Ordnance 
survey maps was located below the present sod and topsoil. The field system had been 
removed by the time of the survey for the 25-inch Ordnance Survey map in 1897. Three 
fragments from the upper stone of a rotary quern were recovered, which appeared to 
have a cross-shaped decoration on its upper surface. An iron socketed arrowhead was also 
recovered. Post-medieval finds included clay pipe stems, 19th and 20th-century pottery, 
an Irish halfpenny and some iron nails. A residual assemblage of eight lithic artefacts 
including a possible retouched chert knife was also recovered. The lithic assemblage is 
technologically and typologically diagnostic and most likely dates to the first half of the 
Neolithic period. 

Townland Drumharsna North
Parish Ardrahan
Barony Dunkellin
County Galway
Ministerial Order Number A045
E Number E3868
OS Map Sheet GA113
National Grid Reference 142862/211557
Elevation 25 m OD
Site Type Field system
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1 Introduction
This report constitutes the final excavation report for a relict field system that occupied 
the location of a recorded ringfort and cillín (GA 113:109) for which no trace was found. 
The site was located in Drumharsna North townland in Co. Galway (Fig 1). The site was 
excavated as part of the archaeological excavation programme in advance of construc-
tion for the N18 Oranmore to Gort road scheme. The site was located within the lands 
acquired for the new road. The excavation revealed the subsurface remains of the footings 
for a large field boundary which formed part of an old field system which was destroyed 
in the late 19th century. 

2 Background to the scheme
The N18 Oranmore to Gort (Glenbrack to Rathmorrissey) national road scheme was 
approved by An Bórd Pleanála on 7 June 2007. The development will consist of ap-
proximately 27 km of dual carriageway, and all associated works. The area of archaeo-
logical investigations lies within the footprint of the proposed scheme as defined by the 
Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) published by Galway County Council on 1 August 
2006. Eachtra Archaeological Projects was commissioned by Galway County Council to 
undertake Phase 1 archaeological testing and Phase 2 excavation of sites directly affected 
by the proposed development

3 Topography geology and hydrology
Drumharsna North lies within the bogland and moraine division of the Central Low-
lands, bounded to the north by the drumlin belt and to the south by the hill and vale area. 
These lowlands are underlain by Carboniferous limestone interspersed with a number of 
isolated mountain outcrops formed over lower deposits of Devonian Old Red sandstone. 
A thin layer of grey-brown podzolics and shallow brown earth covers the underlying 
limestone bedrock across the majority of this area. Some of the surrounding fields have 
sufficient topsoil for tillage purposes.

Drumharsna North is situated to the west of Ardrahan in south Co. Galway. The 
landscape is gently undulating and divided by simple drystone walls. The site itself lies on 
a north facing slope in a large field bounded on all sides by drystone walls supplemented 
by intermittent hedgerows and single small trees. There are views from the site to the west 
towards the Burren hills. The terrain to the south and south-east of the site is dominated 
by a typical karst landscape with open limestone pavements covered in hazel scrub. 

A turlough or seasonal lake is located to the north of the site along the townland 
boundary separating Drumharsna North, Owenbristy and Killeenhugh.  
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Figure	1:	 Discovery	Series	Ordnance	Survey	map	showing	the	route	of	the	new	N18	Oranmore	to	Gort	road	and	the	
location	of	all	the	excavation	sites�	The	excavation	site	at	Drumharsna	North	is	highlighted�
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4 Archaeological and historical background
The site lies within the townland of Drumharsna North. The Irish name for Drumharsna 
is Droim Tharsna which can be translated as the cross ridge. The name refers to the long 
low ridge which runs roughly north/south to the east of the excavation area. The town-
lands of Owenbristy and Drumharsna South lie to the east and south of the site.

The origin of the townlands of Drumharsna North and South and Owenbristy do 
not appear to be of great antiquity. However, the townland of Drumharsna which was di-
vided into two townlands by the Trenches in the 18th century (known by the title of Lord 
Ashtown of nearby Drumharsna towerhouse, is recorded as far back as AD 1320 when 
it was held by Gilbert Valens a tenant in fee to De Burgo (Knox 1915, 172). Owenbristy 
townland may have been formed in the late 18th century when increased population often 
lead to the creation of new townlands. The small group of houses in Owenbristy marked 
on the first edition of the Ordnance Survey may be a reflection of this increased popula-
tion. It is probable that the townland of Owenbristy was formed and Drumharsna was 
spilt into north and south divisions sometime during the 18th century.

The site at Drumharsna North lies at the heart of a landscape that appears to have 
been densely occupied during the early medieval period, with a large number of settle-
ment remains (cashels and ringforts) still visible on the present landscape and even more 
so on the first edition Ordnance Survey map (Fig 2). The Record of Monuments and 
Places lists six ringforts/cashel sites within 1 km of the site at Drumharsna North (Fig 4) 
and the possible minor ecclesiastical site or cemetery settlement of Owenbristy lies just 
to the north. 

South Galway is located within the diocese of Kilmacduagh, founded in AD 1152 at 
the Synod of Kells, which was joined to form the modern diocese of Galway, Kilmacdu-
agh, and Kilfenora in AD 1866. The boundaries of Kilmacduagh which was a 12th cen-
tury creation were co-extensive with the later territory of Uí Fiachrach Aidhne. However, 
the territory may have been more extensive in the early medieval period (Byrne 1973, 84). 
South Galway has two baronies: Kiltartan in the south of the region, and Dunkellin fur-
ther to the north. The area has some of the best examples of early medieval stone masonry 
in Ireland (Harbison 2005, 11). It is also associated with Guaire Mac Colman (renowned 
7th century king of Connacht), also know as Guaire Aidne who epitomised Christian 
kingly hospitality during the medieval period in Ireland.

According to MacCotter (2008, 144–145) the total area of the two Anglo Norman 
cantreds of Ofecherath agrees with that of the diocese of Kilmacduagh. The southern 
cantred is referred to as Keneloth or Kinalethes and seems to correspond to the manor 
of Ardrahan. The second northern and unnamed cantred corresponds with the manor of 
Kilcolgan. These two cantreds probably correspond to the two trícha céts of Cenél Guaire 
and Cenel Áeda na hEchtge, which formed the kingdom of Aidne. Both of these cenéla 
shared the kingship of Aidne until after AD 872.

Continuity of settlement in the area is visible in the number of later sites also extant 
in the immediate vicinity, including the remains of a very fine moated earthwork enclo-
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Figure	2:	 The	route	of	the	new	N18	Oranmore	to	Gort	road	overlaid	on	the	first	edition	6-inch	Ordnance	Survey	map	
(Sheet	GA113)�	The	excavation	site	at	Drumharsna	North	is	also	highlighted�
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Figure	3:	 The	 route	 of	 the	 new	 N18	 Oranmore	 to	 Gort	 road	 overlaid	 on	 the	 25-inch	 Ordnance	 Survey	 map	 (Sheet	
GA113)�	The	excavation	site	at	Drumharsna	North	is	also	highlighted�
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Figure	4:	 The	route	of	the	new	N18	Oranmore	to	Gort	road	overlaid	on	the	Record	of	Monuments	and	Places	map	
which	is	based	on	the	second	edition	Ordnance	Survey	map	(Sheet	GA113)�	The	excavation	site	at	Drumhar-
sna	North	is	also	highlighted�
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sure, in Rooaunmore (GA113: 110), which lies just to the north-east, and the ruins of 
Drumharsna Castle – a tall, elegant tower house (GA113: 111) – stands less then 1 km to 
the south.

5 Site description
Drumharsna North is located just to the west of the old mail-coach road that runs be-
tween Galway and Gort and just to the south of the road running west from Ardrahan 
to Kinvara. The site is located on the western boundary of a large field of open pasture, 
which has a slight northern aspect (NGR 142862/211557). 

6 Methodology
Phase 1 testing (E3707) of the site involved hand-excavating 35 small test-trenches (total 
area 40 sq m) at the location where the ringfort and cillín is indicated on the Record of 
Monuments and Places map (Fig 4). No trace of the site was found so a further 901 sq 
m was machine stripped and during this work the possible remains of a collapsed stone 
enclosure were uncovered. 

The Phase 2 excavation involved the manual excavation of two 25 m by 10 m areas, 
which were chosen to maximise the excavation area across, and within, the purported 
location of a cashel and circular stone structures. These two areas were later joined by 
the additional excavation of a 10 m by 5 m area along the western field boundary. Two 
smaller cuttings to the east and north were also excavated (Fig 5 and 6).

The site was then subjected to an intensive hand clean. The identified features were 
fully excavated by hand and recorded using the single-context recording system with 
plans and sections being produced at a scale of 1:20 or 1:10 as appropriate. A complete 
photographic record was maintained throughout the excavation.

7 Excavation results
No trace of an early medieval enclosure or any human remains were identified during 
the excavation. It was established that the footings for a large field boundary wall, which 
formed part of a field system marked on the first edition Ordnance Survey maps was 
located below the present topsoil. The topsoil across the excavation was a mid to dark 
greyish brown clay and contained clay pipe fragments, metal fragments, modern pottery, 
possible stone artefacts and chert debitage. Two possible palaeosol layers (C.10 and C.13) 
were identified across the site and below the original boundary wall. A greyish white 
sandy clay (C.2) was the underlying subsoil across most of the site, apart from the south-
east where it changed to a greyish brown silty sand (C.3). 
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Figure	5:	 Post-excavation	plan	of	the	site	at	Drumharsna	North�
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7.1 Furrows
Four shallow linear features (C.37) running approximately east/west were noted in the 
south-eastern corner of the excavation area. The cuts were roughly parallel and measured 
0.65 m in width and were 0.09 m deep. The furrows were cut into the underlying subsoil. 
The distance between the furrows varied due to their irregular nature but ranged from 0.8 
m – 2 m. The four features were interpreted as the remains of irregular spade dug furrows.

7.2 Western and eastern original boundary walls, Areas A & B
A stone wall footing or plinth (C.5) extended along the line of the current field boundary 
(Area A). The plinth was constructed by placing two parallel lines of substantial stones 
2 m apart. A core of smaller stones (C.6) was then laid between them (Plates 1–3). A 
similar plinth (C.47) with identical construction elements was identified Area B (Plates 
4 and 5). The two wall plinths represent the base of large field boundary walls which are 
represented on the first edition Ordnance Survey map. The remains of the walls indicate 
they would have been substantial features, the footings of which were up to 2 m wide at 
the base. 

Plate	1:	 Looking	south	along	the	upstanding	modern	western	field	boundary,	Area	A,	showing	the	ex-
tent	of	the	original	plinth	and	the	stone	deposit	reflecting	collapse	or	destruction	of	the	original	
field	wall�
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Plate	2:	 Looking	south	along	the	upstanding	modern	western	field	boundary,	Area	A,	showing	the	ex-
tent	of	the	original	plinth	with	the	overlying	stone	deposit	removed�

Plate	3:	 Looking	north-west	at	the	plinth	of	the	original	field	wall	at	the	southern	end	of	the	excavation	
area,	Area	B,	where	it	diverges	from	the	present	upstanding	field	wall�
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Figure	6:	 Post-excavation	plan	of	the	main	cutting,	Area	A,	at	Drumharsna	North�
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7.3 Wall collapse/destruction, Area A& B
A stone deposit (C.4) was identified across the footings for the large western boundary 
wall, Area A, and also extended for 7 m to the west of it. The stone deposit was 0.35 m 
deep and consisted of various sized stones mixed with a small proportion of greyish brown 
silt. Some animal bone fragments, some glass and a decorated quern-stone fragment was 
recovered from the deposit. In Area B a similar stone deposit (C.48) was identified on ei-
ther side of the stone plinth. The stone deposit covered the plinth and extended for 2.2 m 
to the west and east of it. Both stone deposits reflect probable demolition and robbing of 
the stone field boundary walls represented by the identified stone plinths. The destruction 
of the walls was probably a result of post-medieval land improvements.

7.4 Pits, Area A
Two pits were identified in close proximity to the wall plinth (C.5) and beneath the as-
sociated collapsed stone deposit (C.4). The northern pit (C.39) was sub-circular in shape 
measuring 0.8 by 0.65 m and was 0.35 m deep. The lower fill consisted of orange-brown 
silty clay (C.40) while the upper fill was a dark brown black silt with occasional char-
coal flecks and animal bone fragments. The second southern pit (C.45) was sub-circular 
in shape and measured 0.9 by 0.8 m and was 0.32 m deep. The lower fill consisted of 

Plate	4:	 Looking	north-west	 across	 the	 eastern	excavation	cutting,	Area	B,	 showing	the	 collapsed	or	
destroyed	field	boundary	wall�
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light grey silty sand (C.44) with occasional charcoal flecks. The upper fill consisted of 
dark charcoal grey sandy silt (C.27) and contained some animal bone fragments. Both of 
these pits showed evidence for burning; however, along with other less regular pits which 
were attributed to disturbance due to trees and plants they post-dated the topsoil deposit 
(C.10) which formed across the excavation area and are therefore likely to be modern pits 
associated with agricultural workers cooking fires. 

7.5 Northern boundary, Area C
A narrow ditch (C.30) measuring 0.6 m in width and 0.22 m in depth was filled by small 
stone (C.28) and was identified in a cutting across the northern end of the field contain-
ing the excavations. The ditch containing the stones ran east/west across the cutting. A 
parallel ditch (C. 24) located 0.4 m south of the first ditch measured 1.2 m in width and 
0.13 m in depth and was filled with brown clay silt (C.29). At 1 m further south another 
parallel ditch (C.31) was identified and this measured 1 m in width and 0.13 m in depth 
and was filled with light brown clayey sand (C.32).All three ditches possibly represent the 
remains of an old field boundary which ran east/west across the northern cutting, Area 
C. The features possibly represent the remains of a field wall with two contemporary or 
consecutive drains running parallel and to the south of the wall.

Plate	5:	 Looking	north-west	across	the	eastern	excavation	cutting,	Area	B,	at	the	remains	of	the	field	
boundary	wall	after	removal	of	the	overlying	stone	deposit�
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8 Specialist analysis

8.1 Quern-stone
The rotary quern from Drumharsna North was presented to Anne Carey for examination 
in three fragments, which appear to have broken in antiquity (Appendix 4). There appears 
to be a cross-shaped decoration on the upper surface of the fragments. Decorated quern-
stones are known throughout the country and are preserved in many artefact collections. 
They are also known from excavation contexts with dates ranging from the 13th to the 
17th centuries. The reasons why quern-stones were inscribed with cross shapes appears not 
to be merely decorative but to be related to restrictions on milling among the tenants of 
medieval monasteries or manors. A tax was exacted from the tenants, who were obliged 
to bring their grain to be ground at the local watermill and raids to discover unauthorised 
private querns were carried out. Any querns discovered would be either broken or brought 
to the monastery. A cross-inscribed quern indicated the quern was in the ownership of 
the monastery.

8.2 Lithic artefact
Eight lithics artefacts from the excavation were analysed by Farina Sternke (Appendix 5). 
The artefacts included a chert chunk, two pieces of chert debitage, a possible chert knife, 
three rubbing stones and a natural chunk of quartzite. The assemblage is technologically 
and typologically diagnostic and most likely dates to the first half of the Neolithic period. 
Thus, it may represent residual evidence for a Neolithic presence at or in the vicinity of 
this location

8.3 Clay pipes
Four clay pipe stems were recovered from site and were analysed by Sara Camplese (Ap-
pendix 6) however given the small size of the fragments it was not possible to determine 
a date. 

8.4 Animal bone
The animal bone assemblage was examined by Margaret McCarthy (Appendix 7). A total 
of 426 bones were examine and the majority of these were recovered from a stone deposit 
(C4) representing the remains of a field boundary that had been demolished during 19th 
century land improvement work. A relatively large amount of bone was also found in the 
topsoil.

It has been suggested that the pits identified at the site may represent 19th/20th century 
agricultural workers’ cooking pits and this is borne out by the presence of charred and 
calcined bone from the fills of these pits. The cattle bones included such elements as horn-
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cores, metapodia, teeth and lower limb bones indicating local slaughter and consumption 
of livestock. Much of the bone from this site is undoubtedly modern in origin as a number 
of the specimens display saw marks on either side attributed to modern carcass division.
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9 Discussion
No trace of an early medieval enclosure or cillín was identified during the excavation. 
The remains of a relict field system shown on the first edition Ordnance Survey map and 
destroyed by the time of the survey for the 25- inch Ordnance Survey map were identi-
fied. The foundation plinths for these stone wall field boundaries were constructed using 
large facing stones with an inner rubble core. The size of the plinth and the stone deposits 
resulting from the collapse or deliberate destruction of the walls suggests that the walls 
were substantial structures. 

Given the history of Drumharsna townland, which appears to have been split into 
Drumharsna North and South as a result of 18th-century land improvements it is unrea-
sonable to suggest that the field boundaries also date to this period. 

The lithic artefacts from the site appear to represent residual Neolithic activity in the 
area. A socketed iron arrowhead (E3868:4:3) is a medieval stray find from the stone de-
posit associated wit the collapse or destruction of the boundary walls. The fragments of 
decorated quernstone (E3868:4:2) can be dated from the 13th to the 17th century.

A sub-rectangular field is shown on this site in the first edition Ordnance Survey map. 
This was cleared but the massive wall footings were recorded by the excavation (Areas A 
& B). The existing drystone field walks are of later 19th-century date and enclose a larger 
field but follow the line of the older boundary on the western side of the site.

The recorded ringfort and cillín (GA113:109) are not depicted on the first edition of 
the Ordnance Survey maps of Co. Galway but a cashel was recorded by McCaffrey in 
1952 as a sub-circular enclosure with a stone-faced bank, about 35 m in diameter. Accord-
ing to McCaffrey the enclosure had an entrance on the north-east side and the remains 
of two possible house structures were evident in the interior. There was also evidence of 
an external structure on the east side. UCG surveyors who visited the site in 1982 found 
the monument had been destroyed ‘due to field clearance’ (DEHLG). No upstanding 
remains were evident in this field prior to the excavation. A blackthorn tree stands on the 
recorded location of the monument. The current excavations were centred on the area 
identified by McCaffrey.

In conclusion, massive wall footings similar to those at the destroyed cashel at Der-
rydonnellmore were found. So too were some later medieval artefacts, including quern-
stone fragments and an iron arrowhead. McCaffrey’s survey from the 1950s indicates the 
presence of a cashel with association stone buildings in this area and he also listed a cillín 
on the site. However, the 19th-century maps show no cashel on this site, although the two 
adjacent sites to the west and southeast are clearly depicted. Besides the wall footings, no 
other substantial archaeological remains were found, and there were no traces of a cillín 
whatsoever. The wall footings found in Areas A & B are 75 m apart which is too big for a 
cashel. It could be that we have the remains of a medieval stone-walled field system, fol-
lowed by substantial post-medieval alterations. 
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Appendix 1 Context register

Please see attached CD for Context Register.
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Appendix 2 Stratigraphic matrix
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Appendix 3  Groups and subgroups

Natural Deposits – Group 1

Natural Subsoil – Subgroup 1001
Context Numbers – C.2, C3

Description
This was a greyish white sandy clay which was present across the entire excavation area 
except to the south east where a mid greyish brown silty sand with moderate amounts 
of sub-angular fine and medium pebbles and angular to sub-angular small to large size 
stones, occurred.

Interpretation
These were the two underlying natural subsoils present across the excavation area.

Early Topsoil  - Subgroup 1002
C.10 and C.13

Description
This was a deposit of mid greyish brown silty sand (C.10) with frequent pebbles and mod-
erate amount of small stone which was identified above the natural subsoil throughout 
the excavation area apart from underneath the wall plinth (C.5). A George III Irish-issue 
half-penny (1781) was recovered from the deposit along with other metal artefacts,. clay 
pipe fragments, modern pottery and some possible flint and chert fragments. Shell and 
animal bone fragments were also recovered. Underneath the stone plinth a deposit of mid 
orangish brown silty clay (C.13) with occasional inclusions of various shaped coarse peb-
bles and sub-rounded medium stones was identified. This deposit also contained animal 
bone and a fragment of glass.

Interpretation
The greyish brown silty sand possibly represents a sparse sod cover prior to demolition of 
the wall and other land improvements in the area. The orangish brown silty clay possibly 
represents a similar deposit of sod and topsoil which has weathered differently due to its 
location underneath the plinth for the stone boundary wall. 

Topsoil – Subgroup 1003
Context Number – C.1

Description
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This was a mid to dark greyish brown clay. The deposit contained a possible quern stone, 
clay pipe fragments, metal fragments, modern ceramic, possible stone objects and chert 
debitage.

Interpretation
This was the topsoil which had formed across the excavation area since the demolition of 
the boundary wall.

Furrows – Group 2
Context Numbers – C.37 and C.38

Description
Four shallow linear features (C.37) running approximately east west were noted in the 
south eastern corner of the excavation area. The cuts were very roughly parallel and meas-
ured 0.65 m in width and were 0.09 m deep. They were filled with  a greyish brown sandy 
clay (C.38). The furrows were cut into the underlying subsoil.

Interpretation
The four features were interpreted as the remains irregular agricultural furrows used to 
grow crops. They pre dated the formation of the earlier topsoil and therefore pre date the 
collapse of the western boundary wall.

Western and Eastern Boundary Wall – Group 3
Context numbers – C.5, C.6, C.47

Description
A stone wall footing or plinth (C.5) extended along the line of the current western field 
boundary on the northern side of the site and through the excavated area to the south. 
The plinth was constructed by placing two parallel lines of substantial stones 2m apart. 
These stones were up to 1.2 m in length by 0.3 m. A core of smaller stones (C.6) was then 
laid between them. A similar plinth (C.47) with identical construction elements was iden-
tified in the eastern cutting. This plinth was aligned north/south.

Interpretation
The two wide plinths represent the base of large field boundary walls which are repre-
sented on the first edition ordnance survey maps of the area. The remains of the walls 
indicate they would have been substantial features and were up to 2 m wide at the base. 
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Pits – Group 4
Context Numbers – C.39, C.26, C.40, C.45, C.27 and C.44

Description
Two pits were identified in close proximity to the wall plinth (C.5) and beneath the associ-
ated collapsed stone layer (C.4). The most northerly pit (C.39) was sub-circular in shape 
measuring 0.8 x 0.65 m and was 0.35 m deep. It had a sharp break of slope at the top with 
vertical smooth sides and a concave base. The lower fill consisted of orangish brown silty 
clay (C.40) while the upper fill was a dark brownish black silt with occasional charcoal 
flecks and animal bone fragments. The second more southerly pit (C.45) was sub-circular 
shape and measured 0.9 x 0.8 m and was 0.32 m deep. It had a sharp break of slope at top 
and at the base and had a concave base. The lower fill consisted of light grey silty sand 
(C.44) with occasional charcoal flecks. The upper fill consisted of dark charcoal grey 
sandy silt (C.27) and contained some animal bone fragments. 

Interpretation
Both of these pits showed evidence for burning however along with other less regular pits 
which were attributed to disturbance due to trees and plants they post dated the earlier 
topsoil deposit (C.10) which formed across the excavation area and are therefore likely to 
be modern pits associated with agricultural workers cooking fires or pits. 

Possible northern boundary – Group 5
Context numbers – C.30, C.28, C.24, C.29, C.31 and C.32

Description
A narrow cut (C.30) measuring 0.6 m wide and 0.22 m deep filled by small stone (C.28) 
was identified in a small cutting across the northern end of the field containing the exca-
vations. The cut containing the stones ran east west across the excavation area. Another 
parallel cut (C. 24) located to the south measuring 1.2 wide and 0.13 m deep was filled 
with brown clayey silt (C.29). Further south again another parallel cut (C.31) measuring 
1 m in width and 0.13 m in depth was filled with light brown clayey sand (C.32). 

Interpretation
All three cuts possibly represent the remains of an old field boundary which ran east west 
across the excavation area. The first was the remains of a possible field wall with two con-
temporary or consecutive drains running parallel, and to the south of the wall

Collapse – Group 6
Context Numbers – C.4 and C.48
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Description
A large stone layer (C.4) was identified across the footings for the large western boundary 
wall and extending 7 m into the excavation area to the west. The stone layer was 0.35 m 
deep and consisted of various sized stone mixed with a small proportion of greyish brown 
silt. Some animal bone fragments some glass and a decorated quern stone fragment was 
recovered from the deposit. In the eastern excavation cutting a similar stone layer (C.48) 
was identified on either side of the stone plinth marking the line of an earlier field bound-
ary wall. The stone layer covered the plinth and extended for 2.2 m to the west and east 
of it. An English Victoria 1850s copper half-penny and some animal bone were recovered 
from the stone layer.

Interpretation
Both stone layers reflect a probable deliberate collapse of the stone field boundary walls 
the plinths for which the layers partially cover. The collapse of the walls are probably a 
result of 20th century land improvements.
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Appendix 4  Quern stones 

Anne Carey

Three stones were examined from Drumharsna North. They comprised one rotary quern 
in three fragments.

Rotary querns are generally represented in the find inventories of medieval sites in Ire-
land and throughout Europe. In terms of their occurrence and use in Ireland, the rotary 
quern was introduced from the first or second century A.D. (Caulfield 1969, 61).

Some work has been carried out on rotary quern stones in Ireland (Bennett and Elton 
1898, Curwen 1937; Caulfield 1966 and 1969) and the results are valuable especially in 
their dating and typological discussions. In terms of technological innovation, the rotary 
quern represents a significant departure from earlier grain processing methods. Previously 
a to- and -fro grinding motion was employed, where the grain was placed on a broad 
lower stone and crushed, and ground to flour by a smaller hand held rubbing stone. The 
most common implement employed for carrying out this process was the saddle quern, 
known from agricultural communities as early as 7000 B.C. in the Near East. The intro-
duction in the Iron Age of the rotary quern, with its revolving upper stone, was to have 
far-reaching implications for the processing of grain, although the adoption of the new 
technology did not see the immediate dispatch of the less advanced quern. They were to 
work simultaneously, sometimes on the same sites, as at Cahercommaun and Ballinderry 
2 for a short period (Connolly 1994, 32). 

The rotary principle, employed in both the rotary quern and the mill, involves the 
crushing of grain between two circular stones, with the upper one revolving upon the 
lower. The upper stone was perforated centrally and it was through a spindle (originally 
wooden but later with metal components), set in the lower stone and fitted into the cen-
tral perforation of the upper stone, that the mechanism was securely linked. Much work 
has been done on the classification of rotary querns. Three main types of rotary quern 
have been identified (Caulfield 1966). These are beehive, disc and pot querns.

The standard of dressing on quernstones varies considerably. Some are exquisitely 
finished with added decoration of either secular or religious significance, while others are 
neatly finished but quite plain. The preparation and maintenance of the grinding surfaces 
was of greatest priority. The grinding surfaces had to be rough in order to grind effectively 
and this was done by pecking the surfaces giving random pockmarks. Continual use 
wore down the working surfaces, giving a smooth finish, which necessitated a re-pecking, 
though many stones still retain a smooth/worn strip around the outer edge of the grind-
ing surface. 

Decorated stones are known throughout the country and are preserved in many arte-
fact collections. They are also known from excavation contexts with dates ranging from 
the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. The reasons why quern-stones were inscribed 
with cross shapes appears not to be merely decorative but to be related to restrictions on 
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milling among the tenants of medieval monasteries or manors. A tax was exacted from 
the tenants, who were obliged to bring their grain to be ground at the local watermill and 
raids to discover unauthorized private querns were carried out. Any querns discovered 
would be either broken or brought to the monastery. A cross-inscribed quern indicated 
the quern was in the ownership of the monastery.

The rotary quern from Drumharsna North was presented in three fragments (see Plate 
1), which appear to have broken in antiquity and consequently have weathered differently. 
The fractured edges have been softened and the stones are of unequal length, so even 
when they are reassembled, they still form a highly fractured, irregular sample. There ap-
pears to be a cross-shaped decoration of the stone, though it is an insufficient sample to 
be certain of its original shape and extent.

Disc Querns
The disc quern was first introduced to Ireland in the first or second century A.D. and 
continued in use until modern times. It has a widespread distribution. This type of ro-
tary quern consists of two flat, thin circular discs of large diameter. The upper and lower 
stones are further subdivided on two bases. The first relates to the spindle setting in the 
lower stone.  The spindle setting can be a complete perforation, where the lower stone is 
bored through completely, or it can be a socket, that holds the spindle on which the up-
per stone revolves. The second subdivision concerns the handle-hole in the upper stone, of 
which three types have been identified. The first, called Disc A, has an angled perforation 
from the top of the stone to the side, which would possibly have been strung through with 
rope. The second type is called Disc B, with a socket bored partly into the upper surface 

Plate	1:	Rotary	quern	stone	(find	E3868:4:2)
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into which a handle would have loosely fitted. The third type is Disc C, where the handle-
hole is a complete perforation into which a handle would have been fixed. 

Catalogue
Drumharsna North E3868, C 4, Find 2

Rotary quern fragments. Three fragments of the upper stone of a rotary quern. The 
working surface is flat and well dressed with neat pockmarks and the top and sides are 
well dressed and decorated. The handle hole is preserved intact (Dimensions Diam. 20 
mm, Depth 18 mm). The design forms three main elements; twin incised lines adjacent to 
the outer edge of the stone, twin lines leading from the outer edge to the central perfora-
tion and twin incised lines defining the central perforation. Given the fractured nature of 
the stone there is incomplete view only of the decoration but it appears to have been an 
incised cross, equal-armed and cnetred on the perforation. A small part of the central per-
foration survives, forming a broad, well dressed arc. Dimension: Diameter: Inestimable. 
L 300mm, Wth 190mm, Th 50mm.
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Appendix 5 Stone artefacts

Farina Sternke

Introduction
Eight lithic finds from the archaeological excavation of a possible prehistoric site at Drum-
harsna North, Co. Galway were presented for analysis (Table 1). The finds are associated 
with the remains of a large field enclosure. 
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E3868:1:1 1 Chert Debitage
E3868:1:4 1 Quartzite Natural Chunk
E3868:1:5 1 Sandstone Rubbing Stone? Weathered n/a 57 55 47 Yes No
E3868:3:1 3 Chert Debitage
E3868:4:1 4 Chert Chunk Slightly 

Weathered
Yes 42 19 9 No No

E3868:10:1 10 Chert Retouched 
Artefact

Reasonably 
Fresh

Yes 22 14 6 Yes right edge 
inverse 
semiabrupt

E3868:10:4 10 Chert Rubbing Stone Weathered n/a 66 51 49 No No
E3868:12:1 12 Limestone Rubbing Stone Weathered n/a 78 58 33 Yes No

Table	1			Composition	of	the	Lithic	Assemblage	from	Drumharsna	North	(E3868)

Methodology
All lithic artefacts are examined visually and catalogued using Microsoft Excel. The fol-
lowing details are recorded for each artefact which measures at least 2 cm in length or 
width: context information, raw material type, artefact type, the presence of cortex, arte-
fact condition, length, with and thickness measurements, fragmentation and the type of 
retouch (where applicable). The technological criteria recorded are based on the terminol-
ogy and technology presented in Inizan et al. 1999. The general typological and morpho-
logical classifications are based on Woodman et al. 2006. Struck lithics smaller than 2 cm 
are classed as debitage and not analysed further, unless they are retouched or of specific 
significance, e.g. cores etc. The same is done with natural chunks.

Quantification
The lithics are four flaked pieces of chert, one utilised piece of chert, one of sandstone 

and another of limestone (Table 1). In addition, one natural chunk of quartzite was also 
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presented for analysis. Five artefacts are larger than 2 cm in length and width and were 
therefore recorded in detail.

Provenance
The finds were recovered from the topsoil (C1), the subsoil (C3), a collapsed section of 
drystone wall (C4) and two deposits (C10 and C12).

Condition
The lithics survive in reasonable, slightly weathered and weathered condition (Table 1). 
Two artefacts are incomplete (E3868:4:1 and E3868:10:4).

Technology/Morphology
The worked and utilised artefacts represent three types of flaking products including one 
retouched artefact and three macro tools (Table 2). 

Type Amount

Chunk 1

Debitage 2

Retouched Artefact 1

Macro Tools 3

Total 7

Table	2			Assemblage	Composition	from	Drumharsna	North	(E3868)
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Figure	1			Dimensions	(mm)	of	the	Assemblage	Components	from	Drumharsna	North	(E3868)

The chunk (E3868:4:1) may be the result of knapping activities. Such undiagnostic 
chunks frequently occur as by-products during chert knapping (Sternke pers. obs.).

The two pieces of chert debitage (E3868:1:1 and E3868:3:1) suggest that knapping may 
have taken place at this site. 

Retouched Artefacts
The retouched artefact (E3868:10:1) is a small flake whose right edge has been modified. 
The artefact measures 22 mm long, 14 mm wide and 6 mm thick. It is very well made 
and was probably used as a knife based on observable use wear and polish traces on its 
right and left edge.

Macro Tools
The three macro tools are two rubbing stones (E3868:10:4 and E3868:12:1) and another 
possible example (E3868:1:5). All three stones are irregular in shape and display at least 
one smoothened side. Artefact E3868:12:1 is also extensively polished on one side and may 
have been used for pottery polishing (see Trenna Valado 2008).

The rubbing stone measure between 57 mm and 78 mm long (Fig. 1).
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Dating 
The assemblage is technologically and typologically diagnostic and appears to date tothe 
Neolithic, most likely to the first half of that period. 

Conservation
Lithics do not require specific conservation, but should be stored in a dry, stable environ-
ment. Preferably, each lithic should be bagged separately and contact with other lithics 
should be avoided, so as to prevent damage and breakage, in particular edge damage 
which could later be misinterpreted as retouch. Larger and heavier items are best kept in 
individual boxes to avoid crushing of smaller assemblage pieces.

Conclusion
The eight lithic finds from the archaeological excavation at Drumharsna North, Co. Gal-
way are a chert chunk, two pieces of chert debitage, a possible chert knife, three rubbing 
stones and a natural chunk of quartzite. The assemblage is technologically and typologi-
cally diagnostic and most likely dates to the first half of the Neolithic period. Thus, it may 
represent residual evidence for a Neolithic presence at or in the vicinity of this location.

This site makes a minor contribution to the evidence for prehistoric settlement and 
land use in Co. Galway.
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Appendix 6 Clay pipes catalogue
Only four clay pipe stems were recovered from site. Given the small size of the fragments 
it hasn’t been possible to determinate any sort of date. One of the stems is a topsoil find, 
while the remaining three are from C.10, a layer of gravely sand spread all over the site 
above natural. Other finds from the same context are dated from Late 18th Century on.

Stems
Stem (E3868:1:6) L. 26.8 mm, D. 5.7 mm. Incomplete.
Stem (E3868:10:5) L. 44.7 mm, D. 7.08 mm. Incomplete.
Stem (E3868:10:6) L. 37.96 mm, D. 7.74 mm. Incomplete.
Stem (E3868:10:7) L. 30.1 mm, D. 6.47 mm. Incomplete.
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Appendix 7 Animal bone
The excavations in Drumharsna North produced a total assemblage of 426 bones and 
the majority of these were recovered from a stone spread (C4) representing a field bound-
ary that had been demolished during 20th century land improvement. A relatively large 
amount of bone was also found in the topsoil. The distribution of mammal bones across 
the various excavated features is shown in Table 1.

A number of features were apparent beneath the stone spread (C4) but none of these 
proved to be of archaeological significance. A layer of discolored soil (C10) produced 40 
animal bones including cattle, sheep/goat, pig and dog remains. The sample of cattle 
bones included two horn core fragments and the distal portion of a third phalanx. Bones 
of a variety of species were also found in two pit-like features (C35 & C43) in Area B 
including cattle, sheep/goat, pig and domestic goose. Most of the sheep bones from one 
of the pits (C35) represented a lamb under 4 months old at slaughter and traces of char-
ring and burning on other specimens suggested that the remains represent food waste. It 
has been suggested that the pits may represent 20th century agricultural workers’ cooking 
pits and this is borne out by the presence of charred and calcined bone from within. The 
cattle bones included such elements as horncores, metapodia, teeth and lower limb bones 
indicating local slaughter and consumption of livestock and ageing evidence indicated 
that the animals were selected at their prime time for eating. Much of the bone from this 
site is undoubtedly modern in origin as a number of the specimens display saw marks on 
either side attributed to modern carcass division.

Horse Cow S/G* Pig Dog Hare Goose LM* MM* Total
C1 7 21 16 1 1 22 8 76
C4 8 50 44 5 1 34 14 156
C10 9 9 4 2 3 12 39
C11 1 4 6 1 24 36
C12 2 6 8
C13 4 1 2 7
C20 1 1
C23 3 1 4 8
C26 1 13 1 4 29 48
C36 1 1 3 32 37
C41 1 3 6 10
TOTAL 15 86 95 10 10 1 1 71 137 426

S/G* Sheep/Goat   LM* Large mammal   MM* Medium mammal 

 Table	1:	Distribution	of	mammals	
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